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Introduction: One of the hallmarks of an academic medical profession is scientific publications. This paper analyzes 
pediatric anesthesia literature from 1921-1940. 
 
Methods: Current Researches in Anesthesia and Analgesia from 1922-1931and 1933-1940 were reviewed. Articles 
labeled "original articles" were classified by presumed gender of first author (male, female or unknown) and topic 
(pediatric, non-pediatric). Gender was determined by first name and, when thought to be female, was confirmed 
through secondary  sources.  Authors with initials were considered unknown unless the author was otherwise known. 
An article was classified as "pediatric" if  pediatric anesthesia was the sole thrust of the article. A two sample = 
t-test between percents was used to compare the percentage of pediatric articles by female authors to the percentage of 
non-pediatric articles by female and unknown authors. 
 
Results: Of 930 original articles published, 10 (1.1%) were pediatric articles. As table 1 indicates, 6 were published by 
women and 4 by men. Half of the articles were from Mary Botsford, MD and the group at Children's Hospital of San 
Francisco (table 2). Seven articles were review articles, and were generally of the "how I do it" type. The percentage of 
pediatric articles by female authors (60%) was significantly greater than the percentage of non-pediatric articles by  
female and unknown authors (21%) [t(928)=3D2.99, p=3D.003]  
 
Conclusion:  From 1921-1940, female physician-anesthetists published the majority of pediatric anesthesia articles in 
Current Researches in Anesthesia and Analgesia. Half of all the pediatric anesthesia articles and all of the research 
articles came from the chief of anesthesia, Mary Botsford, MD, and her colleagues at the Children's Hospital of San 
Francisco. 
 
Table 1: Pediatric Anesthesia Articles, 1922-1940 (sans 1932) 
 
 Male Female Unknown Total 
 
Pediatric 4 (40%) 6 (60%)* 0 (0%) 10 (100%) 
Non-pediatric 723 (79%) 41 (4%)=20 156 (17%) 920 (100%) 
 
*The percentage of pediatric articles by female authors was = 
significantly greater than the percentage of non-pediatric articles by = 
female and unknown authors (p=3D.003). 
 
Table 2: Review of 10 Pediatric Articles, 1921-1940 (sans 1932) 
 
Year Gender Author Location Topic 
1922 F Haines Chicago Review 
1923 F Botsford San Francisco Nitrous oxide 
1925 M Robson Toronto Review 
1927 F Wood San Francisco Nitrous oxide 
1929 F Buckley San Francisco Review 
1930 M Martin Los Angeles Review 
1931 F Botsford San Francisco Sodium isoamylethyl barbiturate 
1935 F Botsford San Francisco Review 
1937 M Ayre Newcastle-Upon-Tyne Review 
1939 M Lyons New York Review 
 


